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There was a place where DECcies went
   To work their troubles away
   And they call it MAYNARD Town
   And we are here today.
   [Chorus: Maynard town]

You could build a VAX or two,
   To last you all through the years
   And the only price you pay
   Is a heart full of tears
   [Chorus: Full of tears]

Goin' down to Maynard town,
   Where are all the broken boards went,
   Goin' down to Maynard town
   for an evening with DECcies well spent.

   In the town of broken dreams,
   The streets are filled with regret,
   Maybe down in Maynard town,
   I can learn to forget.
   [Chorus: To forget]

   Maybe down in Maynard town,
   I can learn to forget,
   [Chorus: Maynard town]